CAPABILITY STATEMENT

PROVISION OF MARITIME
SECURITY MEASURES FOR
VESSELS IN NIGERIAN WATERS

BACKGROUND
Nigeria continues to depend on a huge volume of marine traffic, whether localised,
international freight or the myriad of vessels which serve the oil and gas sector.
All have been plagued by ongoing security risks and the Nigerian EEZ constantly ranks amongst
the most dangerous sea areas in the World. Attacks continue to be recorded at ranges up to 180
nautical miles offshore and no part of Nigeria’s coastal waters can be considered as safe.
Whereas the provision of armed guards provided by International PMSC’s has proven to be effective
and has become normalised for vessel operations in the Gulf of Aden and Indian Ocean, the same model
does not apply in Nigeria (or any of the coastal African states) because of strict restrictions on the use of
armed guards.
A number of maritime security companies have previously sought to provide solutions, using locally
chartered vessels to carry armed Nigerian Naval personnel. However, very few of these have been able to
establish a reliable or legally compliant service due to problems with poor quality/badly maintained vessels,
poor management and communications and a lack of experience working with the international shipping community.
The few that do operate do so using escort vessels up to 40 years old, none of which are kept ‘in class’ or subjected to the regular
technical and safety standards which the wider marine sector expects.

REQUIREMENT
Vessels entering Nigerian waters normally fall into one of two categories:
•	Lagos. A very busy harbour where vessels arrive and wait at anchor outside the port (often for prolonged periods – up to 21 days)
until called forward to load or discharge cargo at the many docks and quays. Anti-piracy measures including vessel hardening and
armed security guards or escort vessels are routinely utilised for both inward and outward legs, whilst at anchor and (depending on
location) during loading/discharging operations.
•	Niger Delta Oil and Gas Industry. The Eastern part of Nigeria’s EEZ is home to the majority of the country’s vast offshore Oil and
Gas sector. This sees a wide range of vessel types, including tankers, calling at offshore installations and terminals as well as quays
and jetties on the mainland and coastal islands. Anti-piracy measures including vessel hardening and armed security guards or
escort vessels are routinely utilised for both inward and outward legs, whilst at anchor and (depending on location) during loading/
discharging operations.

OUR SERVICES TO VESSELS AT
NIGERIAN PORT AND TERMINALS
The Most common security measure, supported and advised by the Nigerian Government, is the deployment of armed Nigerian Naval personnel.
A Security Escort Vessel (SEV), audited, approved and registered by the Navy can meet an inbound client vessel at a safer distance offshore (out to
200NM) and provide an armed escort in to the destination anchorage, terminal or port. On the outbound voyage, the SEV will escort the client vessel
to a pre-agreed Release Point (RP); this is normally 100 – 200NM offshore for Port Harcourt based operations and offshore terminals and as close as
80-150NM for Lagos operations.
Nigerian Naval personnel can embark onboard a client vessel and provide armed protection whilst at anchor or during coastal voyages within Nigerian
waters (eg Lagos to Port Harcourt).

OUR OPERATIONAL CAPABILITY IN NIGERIA
ADS has invested significant time and resources to develop, test and refine our own
operational capability in Nigeria. We are now pleased to offer the international marine
sector a fully registered, licensed, dependable and cost-effective range of security
services for vessels calling Nigerian Ports and Terminals.

Working closely with reputable local partners, we have invested in our own fleet of Security Escort Vessels (owned or on long-term bareboat charter).
This allows us to offer modern, reliable and effective escorts and means we are not reliant, on sub-contracted or ‘spot – market’ vessels, the vast
majority of which are badly managed and maintained.

OUR VESSELS
The core of our fleet consists of purpose-built Patrol Boats and/or Fast Support and Intervention (FSIV) vessels. Our fleet is centred on our 4 x Damen
3307 Axebow craft; these are fast and reliable (3 x engines; 3 x propellers) with ballistic protection and Electronic Fuel Metering Systems (EFMS).
In addition to our core security fleet we have a number of other security vessels available to meet and accommodate the ever-changing geographical
security landscape to support all your business needs, financial budgets and operations. We can also provide crew change and offshore support
vessels to assist and support all your offshore tasks
All of our vessels are maintained and kept within Class (Bureau Veritas).
All of our vessels are Nigerian-flagged, correctly registered and licensed, audited and approved for Security Duties by the Nigerian Navy. They have modern
communication systems, full radar and AIS capabilities and security-specific specification including thermal imaging cameras and CCTV systems.
Our Vessels are available out of both Lagos and Port Harcourt.

OUR SERVICES
We have many years’ experience providing risk management security solutions to the merchant marine, maritime, and offshore oil and gas clients.
All operations are delivered to the highest standards of security and safety, in a series of proven and cost-effective procedures.
We have operating bases in both Lagos and Port Harcourt with 24/7 manned operations rooms and sophisticated tracking and display facilities.
Services Include:
•

Security Escort Vessels:
- Tier One Ballistic - Damen 3307 FCS Axebow.
- 7 armed Naval Guards - One Commander and 6 Ratings.
- Escort services can be provided out to 200nm from the respective
FWB but must remain within the Nigerian EEZ boundary limit.

•

Embarked Naval Guards:
- Anchorage:
- 5 armed Naval Guards to embark the client vessel at anchorage.
- In order to ensure conformity to SOLAS regulations, The Naval
Guards will deploy with their own (deployable) life raft.
- Terminal Security:

- Many terminals provide their own security and do not permit armed
Naval Guards, however at selected terminals 4-5 armed Naval
Guards can be embarked on the client vessel to provide general
security.
- Coastal Transit:
- 7 armed Naval Guards to embark the client vessel at Lagos
anchorage for coastal passage to PHC. On arrival at Buoy 31, the
Naval Guards then disembark by launch and are repatriated back
to Lagos.
- In order to ensure conformity to SOLAS regulations, the Naval
Guards will deploy with their own (deployable) life raft.

OPERATIONAL CAPABILITY

COVID 19

We adhere to tried and tested principles in both operational and commercial terms. All SEV services are regarded as formal charters, contracted
using either the BIMCO Supplytime 2005 or GUARDCON formats which our clients will be familiar with.

These are challenging times
for all businesses and vessel
operators. All of our Security
Escort Vessel operations are
fully compliant with COVID19
advice and management
protocols (Crew and NN
screening/ record keeping/
enhanced hygiene/recording
and reporting cases etc).

Our Client Management Team will establish communications with the client as early as is practical and guide them
through a simple set of preliminary and procedural steps.
All our operations are monitored from our Ops centres in Lagos and Port Harcourt, this includes but is not limited to;
• Dynamic Route Risk Assessment
• Vessel Tracking
• Operational Management of Each Task
• Route Guidance
• Daily/Hourly Reporting Systems
All managed by our local and international team of personnel from our Ops locations within Nigeria.

SUMMARY
ADS is a long-standing and well-respected provider of security services to the international shipping community and local Oil and Gas operators.
We have worked hard and invested significant time and resources to develop our operational capability in Nigeria. We understand our clients’ concerns
about the ongoing security risks here; we are also very familiar with the historic difficulties in finding reliable, compliant and licensed security providers.
Now, with our own comprehensive assets and facilities in the country and with a fleet of modern, reliable and efficient Security Vessels at our disposal,
we are delighted and excited to bring our unrivalled capabilities to the market.
We look forward to discussing our new offering with both our existing clientele and new customers.
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